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America's #1 bridal magazine helps you plan the trip of your dreams  A wedding trip you'll

remember forever--even if your tastes in travel are very different! One of you likes sailing, the other

gets seasick. One's an avid mountain-climber, the other adores museums. One enjoys water-skiing,

the other prefers snow. This informative, fun-filled guide will help you find the perfect honeymoon for

both of you.  And, if you think that having the wedding at your honeymoon location might be even

more romantic, here's how to make it happen...just about anywhere in the world! From making sure

your wedding is legal, to finding a photographer who will capture those once-in-a-lifetime

memories--even in the most remote spots--this book will make your wedding away a truly beautiful

experience.  Wherever your dreams take you, planning should be part of the fun. This invaluable

guide is filled with questions and answers, straightforward facts, and money- and time-saving tips.

You'll find everything you need to make sure that all your travel memories are happy ones,

including:  * Checklists and worksheets to help organize your planning and keep you on budget  *

Practical pointers on travel packages, cruises, and foreign travel  * Tips for creating romantic

moments throughout your trip  * Ways to avoid stressful situations  * Highlights of the most romantic

honeymoon spots, including Hawaii, the Caribbean, the Bahamas, Bermuda, the continental United

States, Mexico, Europe, Canada, and the South Pacific
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The author, travel editor of Modern Bride, has compiled a detailed, step-by-step guide to planning a



honeymoon. It is full of practical information for picking a destination, choosing a travel agent and

transportation, packing, and evaluating travel packages. Bain addresses planning a destination

wedding, in which the couple travels to a place to get married. She also touches on the favorite

honeymoon destinations?Hawaii, the Caribbean, Mexico, and Florida. The various checklists,

worksheets, and budget forms are helpful for the couple under the stress of making wedding plans.

The appendixes contain comprehensive resources for planning, as well as a recent list of foreign

tourist offices. This is a fairly standard guide, for public libraries.?Melinda Stivers Leach, Precision

Editorial Svcs., Wondervu, Col.Copyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Modern Bride's travel edition gives engaged couples all the tools they need to plan the romantic

honeymoon of their dreams. The Author describes how to focus on what couples want for their

honeymoon, where to turn for free expert advice, how to shop for the best deals and how to avoid

scams, and common honeymoon pitfalls. Covers planning destinations weddings and provides an

overview of the most popular honeymoon spots with special focus on the romantic things to do in

each place. Numerous checklists and charts make planning easy, organized, and fun.

Unless you need help packing or planning for a trip, there is very little here of value with respect to

honeymoons (I can't evaluate its worth with respect to planning a wedding). I was hoping for specific

recommendations of places to stay for a honeymoon. This book offered only one paragraph

descriptions of the destinations in general (plus a couple of sentences about things to do). If you are

looking for a book which offers suggestions on specific resorts/hotels to go for a honeymoon, don't

waste your money here.

I'm in the process of planning a wedding in Jamaica and was hoping for some suggestions. The

basics are covered in the book but it is from 1995. It suggests going to the library and travel agents

for help and brouchures. It would have been nice if it mentioned the internet at all. It is geared

toward inexperienced travelers. Overall I wouldn't recommend it only because the information can

be found through any wedding site.

My husband and I had decided to get married in Jamaica, but we didn't know the first thing about

how to plan for something like this. This book told us everything we needed to know: travel

packages, foreign travel, tips for creating romantic moments, ways to avoid stressful situations, and

even those places that are just for lovers! If you are planning a wedding away, I wouldn't be without



this book! Jennifer Malphy

This is a great book for the novice traveller. I did not find anything very useful. It also has a few

pages for each location. Certainly not useful for my Scotland wedding as it had 5 total pages for

Europe! I only paged through this book and was very disappointed.

If you are looking for the proper way to handle the logistics of a wedding away, this is NOT the book

for you. It was really useless!!
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